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PART V

The Øtttion of Stabilit2
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$54. The Domain of the Political

54.t.In this last part we take up the question of the stability ofjustice as

fairness and how its stability connects with the good of a political society
well ordered by it. Our aim is to complete the argument for the trvo princi-
ples ofjustice. Recall that earlier ($zS.S) we split the argumenr from the

original position into two parts. In the first part, in which the principles of
justice are provisionally chosen, the parties assume that the persons they
represent are not moved by the special psychologies (or attitudes), as we

called them. That is, the parties ignore persons'inclinations to be envious

or spiteful, or to have a will to dominate or a tendency to be submissive, or
to be peculiarþ averse to uncertainty and risk. This assumption greatly
simplifies the parties' reasoning in selecting principles, as is clear in the

case of social and economic inequalities where the role of envy and spite

cannot be ignored. Special attitudes aside, the parties can reason in terms

of the fundamental interests of those they represent"

Yet these attitudes are important in human life and must be considered
at some point. Here a difficulty arises: there seems to be no way of knowing
in general, apart from considering at least the broad features of the main in-

stitutions of the existing basic structure, how liable people are to those pro-

pensities. So in carrying out the idea of the original position, how are we to

direct the parties to proceed?
pr,



54. The Doma'in of the Political 181

84.2. The second part of the argument concerns the question of the sta-

bility ofjustice as fairness. This is the question whetherjustice as fairness is

able to generate sufficient support for itself ($zS.S).t The parties are to ask

whether people who grow up in a society well ordered by the two princi-
ples ofjustice-the principles adopted in the first part of the argument-ac-
quire a sufficiently strong and effective sense ofjustice so that they normally
comply withjust arrang€ments and are not moved to act otherwise, sa¡ by

social envy and spite, or by a will to dominate or a tendency to submit. If
they do acquire a sufficiently strong sense ofjustice and are not swayed to

the contrary by those special attitudes, then the outcome of the first part of
the argument is confrrmed and the argument for the two principles is com-

plete.

By splitting the argument into two parts, we postpone the discussion of
the special psychologies until the principles ofjustice are selected on the

basis of the fundamental interests of persons as free and equal citizens.

Once that is done those principles, when realized in the basic structure,

provide the institutional background the parties need to estimate how likely

it is that citizens who grow up within that background will be swayed by

destabilizing special attitudes. This two-part argument removes the dif-
ficulty.

Together with the discussion of the special psychologies, the second part
must take up the question whether in view of the general facts that charac-

terize a democracy's political culture, and in particular the fact of reason-

able pluralism, the political conception can be the focus of an overlapping

consensus.2 We will consider how the question of stability leads to the idea

of an overlapping consensus on a political conception ofjustice. The social

unity of a constitutional regime is seen to rest on such a consensus and this

enables us to complete the discussion of stability-so far as we can go into
it here-by giving a brief account of a reasonabie moral psychology and of
the good of political society.

S4.S.We begin by recalling the idea of the domain of the political and of
justice as fairness as a free-standing view. It is clear from the three features

of a political conception ($g.r) that justice as fairness is such a conception

r. Note that stability as defined here is a property of a con'ception ofjustice, and not a

property of a scheme of institutions. The latter is a different though not unrelated topic.

z. [See PolíticalLiberalism, p. 141.]
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182 V" THE QUESTION GF STABILITY

and is not applied moral philosophy. Its principles, standards, and values

are not the result of applying an already elaborated and independent reli-
gious, philosophical, or moral doctrine, comprehensive in scope and gen-

eral in range. Rather, it fbrmulates a family of highly signifrcant (moral) val-
ues that properly apply to the basic structure of society. These are the

political values: they arise in virtue of certain special features of the political
relationship, as distinct from other relationships.

The political relationship we characteríze as having at least two sig-

nifrcant distinctive features.

First, it is a relationship of persons \ /ithin the basic structure of sociery a
structure of basic institutions we enter only by birth and exit only by death
(or so we may appropriately assume).3 Political society is closed, as it were;

and we do not, and indeed cannot, enter or leave it voluntarily.
Second, political power is, of course? always coercive power backed by

the state's machinery for enforcing its laws. But in a constitutional regime

political power is also the power of equal citizens as a collective body: it is
regularþ imposed on citizens as individuals, some of whom may not accept

the reasons widely believed to justifr the general structure of political au-

thority (the constitution); or when they do accept that structure, they may
not regard as well grounded many of the laws enacted by the legislature to
which they are subject.

Political iiberalism holds, then, that there is a distinctive domain of the

political identifred by these features (among others) to which certain values,

specifled in an appropriate wa¡ characteristically apply. So understood, the

political is distinct ÍLom the associationaJ., say, which is voluntary in ways

that the political is not; it is also distinct from the familial and the personal,

which are affectional, again in ways the political is not. (The associational,

the familial, and the personal are simply three examples of the nonpolitical;
there are others.)

54.4.Taltng the political as a distinctive domain,let us say that a politr
cal conception formulating its basic characteristic values is a free-standing

view. This means h¡ro things: first, that it is framed to apply in the frrst in-

g. The appropriateness of this assumption rests in part on a point made in $26.5: namel¡
that the right of emigration does not make the acceptance of political authority voluntary in

the way that freedom of thought and liberty of conscience make the acceptance of ecclesias-

tical authority voll'ntary. This brings out a further feature of the domain of the political, one

that distinguishes it from the associational.
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sþnce to the basic structure of society alone;a and second, that it formulates

the characteristic political values without drawing on, or mentioning, inde-

pendent nonpolitical vaiues. A political conception does not deny that

ih"t. are other values applFng to the associational, the familial, and the

personall nor does it say that political values are entirely separate from, or

unrelated to, those values.In $n we introduced the idea that the problem of

stability in a democratic society leads us to specifr a potitical conception of

justice and the domain of the political so as to make it possible for a politi-

"ul 
.orr.rption to be the focus of an overlapping consensus: that is, to gain

the support of, at least the reasonable comprehensive doctrines that endure

and gain adherents over time. Otherwise, the institutions of a constitutional

regime will not be secure.

Thus as a form of political liberalism,justice as fairness holds that, with

regard to the constitutional essentials and questions of basic justice, and

given the existence of a reasonably well ordered constitutional regime, the

family of basic political values expressed by its principles and ideals have

sufËcient weight to override all other values that may normally come into

conflict with them. It also holds, again with respect to constitutional essen-

tials, that so far as possible, questions about those essentials are best settled

by appeal to those political values alone. It is on those questions that agree-

ment among those who affirm opposing comprehensive doctrines is most

urgent.

54.5. These convictions clearþ impty some relation between political

and other values. Thus if it is said that outside the church there is no salva-

tionrs and hence a constitutional regime cannot be accepted, we must make

some reply. From the point of view of political liberalism, the appropriate

reply is that such a doctrine is unreasonable:6 it proposes to use the pub-

lic's political power-a power in which all citizens have an equal share-

forcibly to impose a view affecting constitutional essentials about which

many citizens as reasonable persons, given what we have called the burdens

ofjudgment ($u.4-5), are bound to differ uncompromisingly'

This reply does not say that the doctrine extra ecclesia nullø salus is not

true. Rather, it says that it is unreasonable of any cítizen, or citizens as

4. The extension ofjustice as fairness to thejust relations.between nation-states is dis-

cussed in The Law of Peoþl'es.

5. So said Boniface VIII in his famous bull (Inøm Sanctam of r3oz'

6. For clarity on this point I owe thanks to Wilfried Hinsch and Peter de Marneffe.
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184 V. TTIE EUESTIOT{ ÛF STABII,ITY

members of an association, to insist on using the pubiic,s (coercive) politi-
cal power-the power of citizens as equals-to impose what they view as
the implications of that doctrine upon other citizens. A repiy from within a
comprehensive view-the kind of reply we should like to avoid in discuss-
ing constitutional essentials-might say that the doctrine is untrue and rests
on a misapprehension of the divine nature. If we do reject as unreasonable
the state's enforcing a doctrine, we may of course also regard that doctrine
as untrue. There may be no way to avoid impiying its lack of truth, even
when considering constitutional essentials.

Note, however, that in saying it is unreasonable to enforce a doctrine, it is
not necessary that we also reject it as incorrect. Quite the contrary: it is vital
to the idea of political liberalism that we may with perfect consistency hold
that it would be unreasonable to use political power to enforce our own
comprehensive religious, philosophical, or moral view, which we must, of
course, affrrm as true or reasonable (or as not unreasonable).

$55. The Question of Srabiliry

55.r. We said that the argument for the two principles is presented in two
parts. In the frrst part the parties'aim is to select the principles that best se-

cure the good of the persons they represent, their fundamental interests,
leaving aside the special psychologies. only with the principles of jus-
tice provisionally on hand do the parties take up, in the second part, the
question of stability. They now consider the special psychologies by check-
ing whether those who grow up under just institutions (as the princi-
ples adopted specify them) will develop a sufËcientþ frrm sense ofjustice
with respect to those attitudes and inclinations. This aspect of the question
is addressed in Theor2, where $$8o-8r illustrate the kind of discussion
needed. I would not change them substantially for our purposes. \4rhat is
said below in $$59-6o supplements that account.

More important for us, now that justice as fairness is seen as a political
conception, is that the parties must also consider whether the principles
adopted, and the conception to which they belong: can gain the support of
the diversity of reasonable comprehensive doctrines bound to exist in a

well-ordered democratic society. It is at this point that we introduce the

idea of an overlapping consensus: a consensus in which the same politicaJ
conception is endorsed by the opposing reasonable comprehensive doc'
trines that gaiñ a signifrcant body of adherents and endure from one geîera'
tion to the next.
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Y 55. The Question of Stahility r85

In describing the second part of the argument, let us agree that apolitical
conception must be practicable, fall under the art of the possible. This con-

trasts with a moral conception that is not political: a moral conception may

condemn the world and human nature as too corrupt to be moved by its
precepts and ideals.

55.2. There are) however, two ways in which a political conception may
be concerned with stability.T In one we suppose that stability is a purely
practical matter: if a conception fails to be stable, it is futile to try to reaLize

it. Perhaps we think there are two separate tasks: one is to work out a politi-
cal conception that seems sound, or reasonable, at least to us; the other is
to find ways to bring others who may now reject it to share it, or failing that,
to act in accordance with it, if need be prompted by penalties enforced by
state power. As long as the means of persuasion or enforcement can be
found, the conception is viewed as stable; it is not utopian in the pejorative
sense.

But as a liberal conception,justice as fairness is concerned with stability
in a di{ferent way. Finding a stable conception is not simply a matter of
avoiding futility. Rather, what counts is the kind of stability, the narure of
the forces that secure it. The idea is that, given certain assumptions speci$'-
ing a reasonable human psychology and the normal conditions of human
life, those who grow up under just basic institutions-institutions thatjus-
tice as fairness itself enjoins-acquire a reasoned and informed allegiance to
those institutions suffrcient to render them stable. Put another way: citizens'
sense ofjustice, given their character and interests as formed by living un-
der a just basic structure, is strong enough to resist the normal tendencies
to injustice. Citizens act willingly to give one anotherjustice over time. Sta-

bility is secured by suffrcient motivation of the appropriate kind acquired
under just institutions.

The kind of stability required ofjustice as fairness is based, then, on its
being a liberai political view, one that aims to be acceptable to citizens as

reasonable and rational, as well as free and equal, and so as addressed to
their public reason. We have seen how this feature of liberalism connects
with the feature of political power in a constitutional regime: namel¡ that it
is the power of equal citizens as a collective body. It follows that ifjustice as

fairness were not expressly designed to gain the reasoned support of citi-
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186 V. THE qUESTION OF STABILITY

zens who affrrm reasonable though conflicting comprehensive doctrines-
the existence of such conflicting doctrines being a feature of the kind of
public culture that conception itself sustains-it would not be liberal.

55.3. The point, then, is that, as a liberal conception,justice as fairness

must not only avoid futiliry but also the explanation of why it is practicable
must be of the right kind. The problem of stability is not that of bringing
others who reject a conception to share it, or to act in accordance with it,
by workable sanctions, if necessary as if the task were to find ways to im-
pose that conception once \Me are convinced it is sound. Rather, as a liberal
political conception, justice as fairness is not reasonable in the frrst place
unless it generates its own support in a suitable way by addressing each cit-
izen's reason, as explained within its own framework.8 Only so is it an ac-

count of political legitimacy as opposed to an account of how those who
hold political power can satisfr themselves in the light of their own convic-
tions that they are acting properþ A liberal conception of political legiti-
macy aims for a public basis ofjustifrcation and appeals to free public rea-

son, and hence to citizens viewed as reasonable and rational.

55.4. The idea of an overlapping consensus was not used in Theory,e

That work never discusses whetherjustice as fairness is meant as a compre-
hensive moral doctrine or as a politicai conception ofjustice. In one place
(Theory, $gt tS) it says that ifjustice as fairness succeeds reasonably well, a
next step would be to study the more general view suggested by the name

"rightness as fairness." There is, though, no mention of the distinction be'

tween a political conception and a comprehensive doctrine. The reader

might reasonably conclude that justice as fairness is set out as palt of a
comprehensive view that might be developed later \Mere success to invite.

This conclusion is supported by the account of a well-ordered society in

Part III of Theory. There the members of any well-ordered sociery whether

it be that ofjustice as fairness or of some other ,ri.*, accept not only the

same conception ofjustice but also the same comprehensive doctrine of

which that conception is a part, or from which it can be derived. See, for

8. The force of the phrase "within its own framework" as used in the text is expressed by

the two parts of the argument from the original position. Both parts arb carried out within

the same fíamework and subject to the same conditions included in the original position as a

device of representation.
g. The term is used once, Theor2, $5g, 34o, but for a different purpose than my ptesen|

one.



55. The Question of Stability r87

example, the discussion of the relative stability of justice as fairness and

utilitarianism (Theory, $26). In the latter case, the members of the associ-

ated well-ordered society are said to affirm the utilitarian view, which is by
its nature (unless expressly restricted) a comprehensive doctrine (Theory,

$76:466-44o).

55.b. As we said in $n.r, the idea of an overlapping consensuslO is used

to enable us to think of the well-ordered society ofjustice as fairness in a

more realistic way. Given the free institutions that conception enjoins, we

can no longer assume that citizens generall¡ even if they accept justice as

fairness as a political conception, also accept the particular comprehensive

view to which it might seem in Theory to belong.

lVe now assume that citizens hold two distinct views; or perhaps better,

their overall view has two parts: one part can be seen to be, or to coincide

with, a political conception ofjustice; the other part is a (fully or partially)
comprehensive doctrine to which the political conception is in some man-

ner related. The political conception may be simply a part of, or an adjunct
to, a partially comprehensive view; or it may be endorsed because it can be

derived within a fully articulated comprehensive doctrine. It is left to citi
zens individuatly to decide for themselves in what way their shared political
conception is related to their more comprehensive views.

Thus we now say: a society is well ordered by justice as fairness so long

as, first, citizens who affrrm reasonable comprehensive doctrines generally

endorsejustice as fairness as giving the content of their politicaljudgments;
and second, unreasonable comprehensive doctrines do not gain enough

currency to compromise the essential justice of basic institutions. This is a

better and no longer utopian way of thinking of the well-ordered society of

.justice as fairness. It corrects the view ín Theorl, which fails to allow for the

condition of pluralism to which its own principles lead.

Moreover, because justice as fairness is a free-standing political concep-

tion ($54.3) that articuiates fundamental political and constitutional values,

endorsing it involves far less than is contained in a comprehensive doctrine.

Tâking such a well-ordered society as the aim of reform and change seems

not altogether impracticable: under the reasonably favorable conditions
that make a constitutional regime possible, that aim is a reasonable guide

and may be in good part realízed. By contrast, a free democratic society

well ordered by any comprehensive doctrine, religious or secular, is surely

ro. The idea is first introducecl in'Justice as Fairness: Political Not Metaphysical," $VI
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utopian in the pejorative sense. Achieving it would in any case require the
oppressive use of state power. This is as true of the liberalism of rightness
as fairness, as it is of the christianity of Aquinas or Luther.

$56. Is Justice as Fairness Political in rhe Wrong Wayp

56.r. We now check that the idea of an overlapping consensus does not
make justice as fairness political in the wrong way. Bveryday ideas about
consensus politics and how to achieve consensus have misleading connota-
tions. We need to be clear that these connotations are not involved in our
very different idea of an overlapping consensus.

For a political conception to avoid being political in the wrong wa¡ it
must formulate a free-standing view of the very great (moral) ual,r., apply-
ing to the political relationship. It musr also ser our a public buri, oij,rr-
tiflcation for free institutions in a manner accessible to public ,rurorr. By
contrast, a political conception is political in the wrong way when it is
framed as a workable compromise betrveen known and existing political in-
terests, or when it looks to particular comprehensive doctrines presentþ
existing in society and then tailors itself to win their allegiance.

56.e. our use of the idea of an overlapping consensus arises thus: we
suppose a constitutional democratic regime to be reasonablyjust and work-
able, and worth defending. Yet given the fact of reasonable pluralism, how
can we frarne our defense of it so that it might win wide support and thus
achieve suffi cient stabiliryP

To this end, we do not look to the comprehensive doctrines that in fact
exist and then draw up a political conception that strikes some kind of bal,
ance of forces between them. To illustrate: in specifying a list of pnmary
goods,lr say, we could proceed in two ways. V[e could look at the various
comprehensive doctrines actually found in society and develop an index of
such goods that is near to those doctrines, center of gravity, so to speak.
That is, we would seek a kind of average of what those who affirmed those
views would demand by way of institutional rights and claims and all,pur-
pôse means. Doing this might seem the best way to ensure that the index
provides the basic elements necessary to advance the conceptions of the

rr. The idea of primary goods is introduced in Political Liberalism,lect. II, $5.3, and dis-
cussed in some detail in lect. V, $$S-¿.
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goocl associated with existing doctrines and thus to improve the likelihood

of actually securing an overlapping consensus'

56.3. This is not how justice as fairness proceeds; and to dó so would

make it political in the wrong way. Instead, it elaborates a political concep-

tion as a free-standing view working from the fundamental idea of society as

a fair system of 
"oopãrution 

and its companion ideas. Our hope is that this

idea, with its inderof primary goods arrived at from within it, can be the

focus of a reasonable overlapping consensus. We leave aside comprehensive

doctrines that now exist, have existed, or might exist. The thought is not

that primary goods are fair to comprehensive conceptions of the good asso-

ciated with such doctrines by striking a fair balance among them, but rather

that it is fair to free and equal citizens as those persons whose conceptions

of the good they are.

The probtem is how to frame a conception ofjustice for a constitutional

regime such that those who support, or who might be brought to support,

thát kind of regime might also endorse the political conception, despite dif-

ferences in their .o*pr.h.nsive views. This leads to the idea of a political

conception ofjustice, starting from the fundamental ideas of a democratic

society and presupposing no particular wider doctrine. We put no doc-

trinai obstacles to its winning the support of a reasonable and enduring

overlapping consensus.

$57. How Is Political Liberalism Fossible?

57.r. The question now arises as to how, as we have specifred it, political

[båralism is possible. That is, how can the values of a distinctive domain of

the politicalla subdomain of the realm of all values-normally outweigh

whatever values may conflict with themP Or, put another way: how can \Me

affirm a comprehensive doctrine as true or reasonable and yet hold that it

would not be reasonable to use the state's power to require others' accep-

tance of it or compliance with the special laws it might sanction?

The answer to this question has two complementary parts. The frrst part

says that the characteristic values of the political are very great values and

hence not easily overridden: these values govern the basic framework of so-

cial life-the very groundwork of our existencelz-and specify the funda-

mental terms of political and social cooperation. In justice as fairness some

rz. 'lfhe phrase is fromJ. S' Mill, Utilitarianism. chap' 5,paL 25'
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of these great values are the values ofjustice expressed by the principles of
justice for the basic structure: the values of equal political and civil liberry
fair equality of opportunify, and economic reciprocity as well as the social
bases of citizens' self-respect.

other great values fall under the values of public reason ($26), and are
expressed in the guidelines for public inquiry and in the steps taken to se-
cure that such inquiry is free and public, informed and reasonable. These
values include not only the appropriate use of the fundamental concepts of
judgment, inference, and evidence, but also the virtues of reasonableness
and fair-mindedness as shown in adhering to the criteria and procedures of
commonsense knowledge and the methods and conclusions of science
when not controversial, and in respecting the precepts governing reason-
able political discussion.

lJ.2.Together, the values ofjustice and of public reason express the lib-
eral ideal that since political power is the coercive power of citizens as a
corporate body-a power in which each has an equal share-this power is
to be exercised, at least when constitutional essentials and questions of ba-
sic justice are at stake, only in ways that all citizens may reasonably be ex-
pected to endorse.

As we have seen, political liberalism tries, so far as possible, to present
the account of these values as those of a distinctive domain-the political-
as a free-standing view; and as values that can be understood and affirmed
without presupposing any particular comprehensive doctrine. It is left to
citizens individually as part of their liberty of conscience to settle how they
think the great values of the political domain are related to the other values
they accept. We hope that in political practice we can thereby firmly ground
the constitutional essentials in political values alone and that these values
will provide a workable shared basis of public justificarion.

573.The second part of the answer as to how political liberalism is pos-
sible complements the first. This second part says that the history of reli-
gion and philosophy shows that there are many reasonable ways in which
the wider realm of values can be understood so as to be either congruent
with, or supportive of, or else not in conflict with, the values appropriate to
the special domain of the political as specified by a political conception of
justice. History tells of a plurality of not unreasonable comprehensive doc'
trines and this makes an overlapping consensus possible. How this can

happen is shown by a model case of an overlapping consensus.
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This model case contains three views: one view affilms the political con-

ception because its religious doctrine and account of free faith lead to a

principle of toleration and support the basic liberties of a constitutional re-

gime; the second view a{frrms the political conception on the basis of a

comprehensive liberal moral doctrine such as that of Kant orJ. S. Mill. The

third is but a loosely articulated doctrine covering a large family of nonpo-

litical values in addition to the political values of a constitutional regime;

and it holds that under the reasonably favorable conditions that make de-

mocracy possible, those political values normally outweigh whatever non-

political values may conflict with them. O"ly the flrst two views-the reli-

gious doctrine and the liberalisms of Kant and Mill-are quite general and

comprehensive; the third is loose and not systematic, although under rea-

sonably favorable conditions it is normally adequate for questions of politi-

cal justice. The first two more fully articulated and systematic views agree

with thejudgments of the third in these matters.

bT.4.When is a comprehensive doctrine reasonable? Without giving a

full definition, a reasonable doctrine must recogníze the burdens of judg-

ment ($tt.¿-S) and so, among other political values, that of liberty of con-

science. To explain: we have distinguished between the reasonable and the

rational ($z.z; *ZS.z_S). These fwo ideas, we said, are essential elements in

the idea of society viewed as a fair system of cooperation among citizens re-

garded as free and equal. In general, reasonable persons are ready to pro-

pose certain principles (as speciô'ing fair terms of cooperation), as well as

to comply with those principles even at the expense of their own interests

as circumstances require, when others are moved to do likewise. Further,

where the claims of those cooperating are similarþ based in relevant re-

spects, as when all have the status of free and equal citizens, there is no rea-

son for any of them to accept principles that assign them lesser basic rights

than the rest. Those who insist on imposing such principles on others,

moved say by their greater power or stronger bargaining position, are being

unreasonable, yet given their interests, they may be perfectly rational. Every-

day speech reflects this contrast between the reasonable and the rational.

Turning to the present case) we view democratic citizens not only as free

and equai but as reasonable and rational, all having an equal share in the

corporate political power of sociery and all equally subject to the burdens

of'judgment. There is, therefore, no reason why any citizen, or association

of citizens, should have the right to use the state's power to favor a compre-

hensive doctrine, or to impose its implications on the rest. Given the

1

;

:

.1

':
I
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grounds for the priority of liberty ($So), no citizen when fairly represented

could grant to others the political authority to do that, and the parties as

representatives reason accordingly. Any such authority is therefore without
reason, contrary to persons'fundamental interests in developing and exer-

cising their moral poweîs and in pursuing their particular (permissible)

conceptions of the good. Reasonable comprehensive doctrines recognize

this fact and with it that all have an equal liberty of conscience.

$58. An Overlapping Consensus Not Utopian

58.r. It may be objected that the idea of an overlapping consensus is uto-

pian: that is, that there are not sufficient political, social, or psychological

forces either to bring about an overlapping consensus (when one does not

exist), or to render one stable (should one exist). Here we can only touch

on this intricate question, and I merely outline one \ilay in which such a

consensus on a liberal political conception much like justice as fairness

might come about and its stability be made secure.

Let us suppose that at a certain time, as a result of various historical con-

tingencies, the principles of a liberal conception-say those of justice as

fairness-have come to be accepted as a mere modus vivendi, and that ex-

isting political institutions meet their requirements. This acceptance has

come about, we may assume? in much the same way that the acceptance

of the principle of toleration as a modus vivendi came about following
the Reformation: at frrst reluctantl¡ but nevertheless as providing the only

alternative to endless and destructfue civil strife. Here I use the phrase "mo-
dus vivendi" in the usual \May, as may be illustrated by a treaty between

two states whose national interests put them at odds.In negotiating a treatft

each state would be wise and prudent to make sure that the treaty is drawn

up in such a way that it is public knowledge that it is not advantageous

for either state to violate it. Both states, however, are ready to pursue their

goals at the expense of the other, and should conditions change they

may do so.

That the same may be true of toleration is clear from the example of

Catholics and Protestants in the sixteenth century. At that time, both held

that it was the duty of the ruler to uphold the true religion and to repress

the spread of heresy and fälse doctrine. In this case, the acceptance of the

principle of toleration would indeed be a mere modus vivendi: should ei-

ther faith becôme dominant, the principle of toleration would no longer be

followed. rf,[hat is essential for an overlapping consensus is stabiliry vnthte'
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spect to the distribution of power: this requires that the political concep-

tion be affrrmed by citízens irrespective of the political strength of their

comprehensive view.

58.2. Our question, then, is this: how might it happen that over genera-

tions the initial acquiescence injustice as fairness as a modus vivendi could

develop into a stable and enduring overlapping consensus? At this point a

certain looseness in our comprehensive views, as well as their being not

fulþ but only partially comprehensive, may be particularþ significant'r3 Let

us ask: how far in practice does the allegiance to a political conception ac-

tually depend on ii, derivation from a comprehensive viewP Consider three

porribiliii.s: (a) the political conception is derived from the comprehensive

ãoctrine; (b) it is ,roi derirr"d from but is compatible with that doctrine; and

last, (c) the political conception is incompatible with it'

m'árr"ryday life we have not usually decided, or even thought much

about, which of these cases hold. To decide among them would raise highly

complicated questions; and in practice we may not need to decide among

them. Most people's religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines are not

seen by them as fuliy general and comprehensive; generalify and compre-

hensiveness admit of degree, and so does the extent to which a view is ar-

ticulated and systematic. There is lots of slippage, so to speak, many \üays

for the political conception to cohere loosely with a (partially) comprehen-

sive view, and many ways within the limits of a political conception to allow

for the pursuit of different (partiaþ) comprehensive doctrines.

This suggests that many if not most citizens come to affrrm the public

political conception without seeing any particular connection, one way or

ihe other, between it and their other views. Hence it is possible for them

first to affrrm that conception on its own and to appreciate the public good

it accomplishes in a democratic society. Should an incompatibility later be

recognized between the political conception and their comprehensive doc-

trines, then they might very well adjust or revise the latter rather than reject

the politicul .orr..ption. Note that here we distinguish between the initial

allegiance to, or appreciation of, the political conception and the later ad-

justment or revision of comprehensive doctrines to which that allegiance or

appreciation leads when inconsistencies arise. These adjustments or revi-

sions we may suppose to take place slowly over time as the political con-

ception shapes comprehensive views to cohere with it'

13. Here I elaborate an idea of Samuel Scheffler's statecl in conversation'
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58'3' We now ask: in virtue of what political values might justice as fair-
ness gain allegiance to itselfP An aliegiance to institutions and to the con-ception that regulates them may, of 

"ã.,rr", 
be based in part on long_term

selÊ and group-interests, custom and traditional attitudes, or simply ãn the
desire to conform to what is expected a'd normally done. wid"rpråud u[.-
giance may also.be_encouraged by institution, ,""trrirrg for all citizens thepolitical values included under what Hart calls the minimum content ofnatural law'14 But here we are concerned with the further bases of allegiance
generated by a liberal conception ofjustice.

At this point.we simpry recall $gg, where we said rhar a riberal concep_
tion, in effectively regulating basic political institutions, meets the three es-sential requirements of a stable constitutional regime. First, it fixes, once
and for all, the conrent of basic rights and libertiä, tuk , rhose g.ruárr,.",
off the political agenda, and puts ,h.rn beyond the calculus of social inter_
ests. second, its foy of reasoning is reraiivery crear and perspicuous, and
reasonably reliable in its own terms;l5 and third, its conception of free pub_lic reason encourages the cooperative political virtues.

we conjecture, then, that as citizens come to appreciate what a riberal
conception achieves, they acquire an allegiance ,o ii u'allegiance that be_
comes stronger over time. They come to think it both reasonable and wiseto affirm its principles ofjustice as expressing political values that, under
the_,reasonably favorabre conditions that make democracy possible, nor_
mally outweigh whatever values may oppose them. with this we have an
overlapping consensus.

58.4. That an overlapping consensus is quite different Ílom a modus vi_
vendi is clear from the model case in $szà, the case where the political
conception is the focus of a consensus containing a religious doctrirre of
free faith, a liberalism of the kind of Kant or Mil, ulrr¿ u rather unsystemaric
view that includes a wide range of nonpolitical values along with tlre politi-
cal values ofjustice as fairness. In this e*ample, note two features: first, the

4' See Hart's The conceþt of Law,pp. r8g-rg5, for what he calls the minimum contentof natural law' I assume that a liberal conception irr"i,ra", (as do rn.any other familiar concep-tions) this minimum content; and so in the text I focus on the bases of the allegiance such aconception generates in virrue of the distincrive content of i,, p;;;þres.
- 

r5' Here the phrase "in its ovr'n terms" means that we are iot at present concerned withwhether the conception in question is true, or reasonable (as the case may be), but with how

:i::tt 
tt*tt"ciples and standards can be correctly undersàod and reliably applied in public

cuscussron.
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focus of consensus, the political conception ofjustice, is itself a moral con-

ception. And second, it is affirmed on moral grounds, that is, it includes

conceptions of society and of citizens as persons, as well as principles of
justice, and an account of the cooperative virtues through which those prin-

ciples are embodied in human character and expressed in public life.

An overlapping consensus, therefore, is not merely a consensus on ac-

cepting certain authorities, or on compþing with certain institutional ar-

rangements, based on a contingent, or historical, convergence of self- or

group-interests. All three views in the model case support from within
themselves the political conception: each recognizes its concepts, princi-

ples, and virtues as the shared content through which their several views

coincide. The fact that those who afÊrm the political conception start from

within their own comprehensive view, and hence organize their doctrine

using different premises and grounds, does not make their affirming it any

less religious, philosophical, or moral, as the case may be.

The preceding two features of an overlapping consensus (moral focus

and moral grounds) connect with a third and essential feature, that of sta-

biiity: that is, those who affrrm the various views supporting the political

conception will not withdraw their support of it should the relative strength

of their view in sociefy increase and eventually become dominant. So iong

as the three views are affirmed and not revised, the political conception wili
stiil be supported regardless of shifts in the distribution of political power;

this in contrast with the case of Catholic and Protestant in the sixteenth

century. Each view supports the political on its merits. The test

for this is whether the consensus is stable with respect to changes in the

distribution of power among views. This feature of stability highlights a ba-

sic contrast between an overlapping consensus and a modus vivendi, the

stability of which does depend on that distribution.

$Sg.A Reasonable Moral Psychol"gy

59.r. We have just seen how an initial acquiescence in a liberal concep-

tion ofjustice as a modus vivendi may change over time into a stable over-

lapping consensus. This real possibility is all we need show in reply to the

objection that the idea of such a consensus is utopian. FIowever, to confirm

this possibility, I sketchn necessarily only briefl¡ the main psychological as-

sumptions underþing the preceding account of how political aliegiance is

generated. This leads to what we may think of as a reasonable moral psy-

chology; incleed, a psychology of lhe reasonable itself" This name is appro-
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priate since the idea of reciprocity appears both as a principle giving its
content and as a disposition to answer in kind. And recall that the basis ofequaiity at the highest level (fug.2) is simply the capaciry ro be borh reason_
able and rational. In short: the reasonabte gerrerates itself and answers itselfin kind' It is not alone among dispositions is this respect. What makes it
unique is its tie with reason.

The assurnptions of this psychorogy essentia[y state that persons are ca_
pable of being reasonable and rationui, urrd of engaging in fair sociar coop_
eration. Thus:

(r) In line with the (political) conceprion of the person with the rrvomoral po\Mers, citizens have a capacity fo, u 
"orr"eption 

of the good and acapacity to acquire conceptions ofjustice and to act as these 
"ãrr".ptiorr.require' In short, they have a capacity to be both reasonable and rational.

(z) when they believe that institujiors o, social practices are just, or fair
(as specifred, sa¡ by principles they would th"*r.lrr"s, when fuirly repre-
sented, be prepared to propose or to acknowredge), citizens ur" ,.ády'urrd
willing to do their part in those arrangements provided they have sufficient
assurance that others will also do theirs. This belongs to the reasonable as
we have specified it beginning in $2.e.

(3) When others with evident intentionrd do their part injust or fair insti-
tutions, citizens tend to deverop trust and confrdence in them. This ten_
dency to answer in kind, to answer others'being fair to us with our being
fair to them, and the like, is an element of the prli"t otogy of the reasonable.
In the account in Theor2 of the three-stage development of the morality ofprinciples (as it is called there), rhe_psychologicai laws for each srage ex_hibit this reciprocity of disposition.rT

(a) The trust and confidence (nored i" (s)) grow stronger and more
complete as the success of shared cooperative'uirurrg.*ents is sustained
over a longer time; and they also grow stronger and more complete when
the basic institutions framed to secure fundaÃental interests (for example,
the basic rights and liberties) are more winingly and steadfastly recognized
in public political life.

t6' The idea of evident intention as used here is from Rousse aurs Emile, see Theory, $.zo,n.9.
r7. See Theor2, $7o: 4o5f.; $7r: 4rrf.; $72: 4t4f.; SZS, +SS.The moral psychology behindthe assumprions as described in rhe texi is gi";" i;"";;d*"bt more deta¡ in Theory,chap. vI[, $$7o-zz, zs-26.I simply refer ro rhose section. u, I *oíti;;;;*.;;:;";*-

::::,YYi-t^ï-:r:""r"1 is ro see their role in (the second parr oQ rhe argumen t for thepnnctples ot.¡ustrce as a whole.
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(S) W" may also suppose that everyone recognizes what I have called the

historical and social conditions of modern democratic societies: (i) the fact

of reasonable pluralism and (ii) the fact of its permanence) as well as (iii) the

fact that this pluralism can be overcome only by the oppressive use of state

power. These conditions are a shared historical situation. In this situation it
is unreasonable not to recognize (iv) the fact of the burdens ofjudgment
and to acknowledge that all are equally subject to them together with the

full consequences of this ($¡2.¿).

(6) Also part of the historical and social conditions of democracy are (v)

the fact of moderate scarcity and (vi) the fact of there being numerous pos-

sibilities of gains from well-organized social cooperation, provided it can be

established on fair terms. These last two facts and the four general facts

specify the circumstances of political justice ($24).

59.2. We can no\M enlarge upon our answer to the question: how might

an overlapping consensus orr a liberal conception ofjustice develop from its

acceptance as a mere modus vivendi? Recall our assumption that the com-

prehensive doctrines of most people are not fully comprehensive, and that

this allows scope for the development of an independent allegiance to a lib-
eral conception once the way it works is appreciated. This independent al-

legiance in turn leads people to act with evident intention in accordance

with liberal arrangements, since they have reasonable assurance (founded in

part on past experience) that others will also comply with them. Gradually

over time, as the success of political cooperation continues, citizens come

to have increasing trust and confldence in one another.

The discovery of a new social possibility: the possibility of a reasonably

harmonious and stable pluralist and democratic societ¡ may follow from

this success of liberal institutions. Before the successful practice of tolera-

tion in societies with liberal institutions there was no way of knowing of
that possibility. It may seem more natural to believe, as centuries-long ac-

ceptance of intolerance appeared to confrrm, that social unity and concord

require agreement on a general and comprehensive religious, philosophical,

or moral doctrine. Intolerance was seen as a condition of social order and

stability.ls The weakening of that belief heips to clear the way for free insti
tutions.

Tu currclude: precisely because it is not general and comprehensive, a

r8. Hume remarks on this in par. 6 of "Liberry of the Press" (t7+t). See also A. G. Dick-

ens, The Engluh Rejormation (Glasgow: Fontana Press, 1967), pp. 44of .
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poiitical conceprion ofjustice (takingjustice as fairness as an example) may
encourage the eventual development of a mere modus vivendi into-an over-
lapping consensus. The conception's limited scope together with the loose-
ness of our comprehensive doctrines alrows lr"*uy ro, it to gain an initial
allegia'ce to itself and thereby to shape those doctrines accordingry u* "o*flicts arise, a process that takes place gradually over generations (assuming a
reasonable moral psychology). Religions thai orr"."r.j""ted toleratior, *uy
come to accept it and to affirm a doctrine of free faith; the comprehensive
liberalisms of Kant and Mill, while viewed as suitable for nonpublic life and
as possible bases for afÊrming a constitutional regime, are no longer pro-
posed as political conceptions ofjustice. on this account an overlapping
consensus is not a happy coincidence, even if aided, as it no doubt *,rr, b",by great historical good fortune. Rather, it is in purt th" work of ,o"i.f,,
public tradition of politicar thought in deveropt, u practicabre political
conception of.justice.

$6o. The Good of political Society

- 
6o'r' Having understood how the question of stability calls for the ideaof an overlapping consensus, we now take up an aspect of stability con_

nected with the good of a political society *.il o.d.r.a ry the two irirr"i_ples ofjustice. This good is realized by citizens, both as persons and as a
corporate bod¡ when they act to uphord ajust constitutional regime.tn

Let us begin by examining the objection that because it is not based on a
comprehensive religious, philosophical, or moral doctrine, justice as fair_
ness abandons the ideal of a politicar community and viewl society as so
many distinct individuals, or distinct associations, cooperating ,ol"ly ,o
pursue their own personal, or associational, advantage without f,u.,ri.rg'urry
final ends in common. (Here a final end is understoJd as an end valued or
wanted for its own sake and not solely as a means to something else.) It is
sometimes objected that, as a contract doctrine, justice as fairness is an in_
dividualistic view and sees political institutionr"u, p,r..ry instrumen tar to
individual or associational ends, as the institution, oi 1"t,, say) aprivate so:

¡iety. 
In this case, political sociery itserf is nor a good, iut at best a means ro

individual or associational good.
In repl¡ justice as fairness does indeed abandon rhe ideal of political

i9' This good is the fifth conception of the good so far discussed. For the preceding four,
see $49.2. On the sixth conception of the good see note 22.
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community if by that ideal is meant a political society united on one (par-

tially or fully) comprehensive religious, philosophical, or moral doctrine.

That conception of social unity is excluded by the fact of reasonable plural-

ism. It is no longer a political possibility for those who accept the basic lib-

erties and the principle of toleration that is basic to democratic institutions.

We must view social unity in a different way: as deriving from an overlap-

ping consensus on a political conception. of justice. As we have seen, in

such a consensus this political conception is affrrmed by citizens who hold

different and conflicting comprehensive doctrines, and they affrrm it from

within their own distinct views.

6o.2. Recall (from $3) that to say a society is well ordered by a concep-

tion ofjustice means three things: (r) that it is a society in which all citizens

accept, and acknowledge before one another that they accept, the same

principles ofjustice; (z) that its basic structure, its main political and social

institutions and the way they hang together as one system of cooperation, is

publicly known, or with good reason believed, to satisfy those principles;

and (3) that citizens have a normally effective sense ofjustice, that is, one

that enables them to understand and to apply the principles ofjustice, and

for the most part to act Ílom them as their circumstances require. Social

unity so understood is the most desirable conception of unity available to

us: it is the lirnit of the practical best.

A well-ordered sociefy, as thus specifred, is not, then, a private society;

for citizens do have frnal ends in common. While it is true that they do not

affrrm the same comprehensive doctrine, they do afÊrm the same political

conception; and this means that they share one basic political end, and one

with high priority: namel¡ the end of supporting just institutions and giv-

ing one another justice accordingl¡ not to mention the other ends they

must also share and realize through their political cooperation. Moreover,

in a well-ordered society the end of politicaljustice is among citizens'most

basic aims by reference to which they express the kind of person they want

to be.2o

From this last remark it fbllows that a political society is a community if

zo. If we use the tern ttidentity" in a manner now common, we can say that the shared

final end of giving one another justice may be part of citizens' identity. See Amy Gutmann'

"Communitarian Critics ot Liberalism," Philosoþþ and Publíc Affairs 14 (Summer 1985):

3o81zz. At p. 3un, Gutmann is surely right in rapng that our commitment to treat other

citizens as equals, and therefore to respect their freedom of reiigion, say, may be just as ele-

mental a part of our iclentity as our affrrming a particuiar religion and fulfilling its practices.
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we now mean by a community a society, including a political societ¡ the
members of which-in this case citizens*share 

""riair, 
frnal ends to which

they 
give very high prioriry so much so that in stating before themselves the

kind of person they want to be they count their having these ends as essen_
tial. of course, rrothing turns on these defrnitions of'community alone; they
are simply verbal stipulations. \{Ihat is vital is rhat the well-ordered society
specifred by the political conception ofjustice characterizes citizens as hav-
ing shared final ends of the requisite kind.

6o.3. Together with other assumptions made, these shared final ends
provide the basis for the good of a well-ordered society. We regard citizens
as having the two moral powers, and the basic rights and liberties of a con-
stitutional regime are to assure that everyone can adequatery develop these
po\ ¡ers and exercise them fully over the course of a compleie life u, ,h"y ro
decide. under normal circumstances, then, we suppose those moral poi"r,
to be developed and exercised within institutio"rlf political freedom and
liberty of conscience, and their exercise to b" ,.rpported and sustained by
the social bases of self-respect.

These matters granted, the well-ordered society ofjustice as fairness is a
good in two ways. In the first way it is a good for-p"rrorrs individuall¡ and
this for two reasons. one reason is that the exercir" of the two -orul'po*-
ers is experienced as good. This is a consequence of the moral pry"hålogy
used in justice as fairness.2l That their exercise may be u'i*portarrt good,
and will be one for many people, is clear from the central rol, of thrrrlo*-
ers in the political conception of persons as citizens. lVe view citizenl, for
the purposes of political justice, as normal and fully cooperating members
of society over a complete life, and thus as having the moral po*"., that en-
able them to assume this role. In this context we might say: part of the es-
sential nature of citizens (within the politicul 

"orr"rpti-on) 
is their having the

two moral po\Mers that are the root of their 
"apacity 

to engage in fair social
cooperation. A second reason political society is a good for citizens is that it
secures for them the good ofjustice and the social bases of mutual- and
selÊrespect. Thus, in securing the equal basic rights, liberties and fair op-
portunities, political society guarantees persons public recognition of their
status as free and equal. In securing these things political society answers to
their fundamental needs.

. zr' In Theori this psychology uses the so-called Aristotelian principle (see $65); other
views might adopt different principles to reach much the same coirclusiorr.
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The good involved in the exercise of the moral powers and in the public

recognition of persons' status as citizens belongs to the political good of a

well-ordered society and not to that of a comprehensive doctrine. Repeat-

edly we must insist on this distinction, even though a comprehensive doc-

trine may endorse this good fiom within its own point of view. Otherwise

we lose sight of the path justice as fairness must follow if it is to gain the

support of an overlapping consensus. As we have stressed, the priority of

right does not mean that ideas of the good must be avoided; that is impossi-

ble ($a3.r). Rather, it means that the ideas used must be political ideas: they

must be tailored to meet the restrictions imposed by the political concep-

tion ofjustice and frt into the space it allows.

6o.4. A well-ordered political society is also good in a second way. For

whenever there is a shared final end, the achievement of which calls on the

cooperation of many, the good reahzed is social: it is realized through citi-

zens' joint activity in mutual dependence on the appropriate actions being

raken by others. Establishing and successfully maintaining reasonably just

(though of course always imperfect) democratic institutions over a long pe-

riod of time, perhaps gradually reforming them over generations, though

not, to be sure, without lapses, is a great social good and appreciated as

such. This is shown by the fact that a democratic people esteem it as one of

the signifrcant achievements of their history.

That there should be such political and social goods is no more mysteri-

ous than that members of an orchestra, or players on a team, or even both

teams in a game, should take pleasure and a certain (proper) pride in a

good performance, or in a good play of the game, one they will want to re-

member.z2 No doubt the requisite conditions become more diffrcult to sat-

isfy as societies become larger and the social distance between citizens be-

comes greater, but these differences, as great and inhibiting as they may be,

do not affect the psychological principle involved in realizing the good of
justice in a well-ordered political society. Moreover, this good can be highly

signifrcant even when the conditions for realizing it are quite imperfect; and

the sense of its loss can also be highly signifrcant. A democratic people's

pride in distinguishing themselves from nondemocratic peoples rnakes this

clear, as does their concern to distance themselves from periods of their his-

tory in which irfustice may have prevailed. But these reflections I shall not

22. Here I hint ar the idea of the good of poiitical society as a social union of social

unions. See $43.2 anð, Theory, $79.
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pursue. we need not establish how great a good is political good, only that
it is a significant good, and one that fits *ithin the ioliticd árr"rptio.r.

To see this, recall the public characrer of this good.For at the såge of the
morality ofprinciples ((3) of $59.r above), each citizen of a well-ordered so-
ciety recognizes the others as also affirming the principles ofjustice. Hence
each also recognizes that all citizens give high p.iority to the ãnd of cooper-
ating politically with one another on terms that the representatfue of each
would endorse in a situation in which they are all fairly represented as free
and equal, and reasonable and ration al (Theor2, $7e: 4rgf.). pur another
way, cítizens want to cooperate politically with one another in ways that sat-
isfy the liberal principle of legitimacy: thar is, on rerms that can be publicry
justifred ro all in the light of shared political values.

It remains only to point out the relation between citizens, seeing their
political society as good and its stability. The more they see thei, pãliti"al
society as good for themselves both as a coryorate body and as individuals,
and the greater their appreciation of the poliiical conception in securing the
three essentials of a stable regime, the less they will L. p.o*pted bi the
special attitudes of emy, spite, the will to dominate, and it 

" ,"-prutián to
deprive others of.justice. As this was put in Theor2: the question is whether
the just and the good are congru ent. Thenryt, çg6, urg,r"s that those who
grow up in a society well ordered byjustice as fairness, who have a rational
plan of life, and who also kro*, or reasonably believe, that everyone else
has an effective sense ofjustice, have sufficient reason founded on their
good (rather than onjustice) to comply withjust institutions. This is not ro
say that they do not also have reasons ofjustice so to act.

A well-ordered society is stabre, then, because citizens are satisfied, il
things considered, with the basic structure of their society. The consider-
ations that move them are not perceived threats or dangers from outside
forces but are gven in terms of the political conceptio'th.y all affirm. For
in the well-ordered society ofjustice as fairness, the just and the good (as
specifred by rhat political conceprion) fit t'ogeth", ir, ,.r"h a way ihur .iri-
zens who count as part of their good being reasonable and rational and be-
ing seen by others as such, are moved by ,"asorrs of their good to do what
justice requires. Among these reasons is the good of political society itself
in the ways we have discussed.


